This paper investigates the benefits of amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying in the setup of multiantenna wireless networks. For this purpose, random sequential (RS) relaying is studied. It is shown that random unitary matrix multiplication at the relay nodes empowers the RS scheme to achieve a better diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT) as compared to the traditional AF relaying. First, the RS scheme is proved to achieve the optimum DMT for a multiantenna full-duplex single-relay two-hop network. Applying this result, a new achievable DMT is derived for the case of multiantenna half-duplex parallel relay network. Interestingly, it turns out that the DMT of the RS scheme is optimum for the case of multiantenna two parallel noninterfering half-duplex relays. Furthermore, random unitary matrix multiplication is shown to also improve the DMT of the nonorthogonal AF relaying scheme for the case of a multiantenna single relay channel. Finally, the general case of multiantenna full-duplex relay networks is studied. First, a new lower-bound is derived on its DMT using the RS scheme. Furthermore, maximum multiplexing gain of the network is also shown to be achievable by traditional amplify-forward relaying. The gain value is equal to the minimum vertex cut-set of the underlying graph of the network, which can be computed in polynomial time in terms of the number of network nodes.
Diversity-Multiplexing Tradeoff in Multiantenna
Multirelay Networks: Improvements and Some Optimality Results (AF) , and compress-and-forward (CF) are the primary relaying strategies discussed in the literature. While DF and CF strategies are popular for small-scale networks to achieve or approach capacity values (see, for example, [12] - [14] and references therein), the AF relaying turns out to be more suitable in realizing cooperative transmission strategies (see, for example, [1] , [2] , [7] , [10] , and [15] and references therein).
In AF relaying, the relays do not decode the transmitted messages. Instead, they forward their received signals to the destination after a proper amplification. Hence, the relays require less computing power and the end-to-end system experiences a smaller delay in comparison with the other relaying strategies. Accordingly, AF relaying schemes are suitable for deployment in practical wireless systems. Moreover, in contrast to DF relaying, the performance of AF relaying is not limited by the source-to-relay channel quality. Also, unlike CF relaying, parallel relays can be used in conjunction with the AF strategy to realize the power boosting offered by coherently combining the received signals at the destination [11] . Indeed, it is shown that AF relaying is asymptotically (large number of relays) optimal (capacity achieving) for both single-antenna [16] and multiantenna [11] , [17] parallel relay networks.
While AF relaying is investigated well in single-antenna networks, much less is known about its application in multiantenna networks. Indeed, unlike the single-antenna scenario, in this case, the AF multipliers are matrices rather than scalars. Hence, finding the optimum AF matrices becomes challenging.
B. Diversity-Multiplexing Tradeoff
A fundamental measure to evaluate the performance of cooperative schemes is the diversity-multiplexing tradeoff (DMT), which was first introduced by Zheng and Tse in the context of point-to-point multiantenna fading channels [18] . Roughly speaking, the DMT identifies the optimal compromise between the transmission reliability and the data rate in the high-signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) regime.
The nonorthogonal amplify-and-forward (NAF) scheme, first proposed by Nabar et al. in [19] , has been further studied by Azarian et al. in [2] for the single-antenna multirelay setup. In addition to analyzing the DMT of the NAF scheme, Azarian et al. [2] show that NAF is the best in the class of AF strategies for single-antenna single-relay systems. However, the NAF scheme falls far from the upper-bound in multirelay systems.
Yang and Belfiore in [15] study the DMT performance of the NAF scheme for the multiantenna parallel relay setup. Moreover, based on the nonvanishing determinant criterion, the authors constructed a family of space-time codes for the NAF scheme over multiantenna channels. However, as shown in [15] , the NAF scheme falls far from the DMT upper-bound in the multiple-antenna setup, particularly for small values of multiplexing gain. Indeed, even for the case of a multiantenna two-hop single-relay setup, the NAF scheme is unable to achieve the maximum diversity gain of the system.
Recently, Oveis Gharan et al. [1] have studied the achievable DMT of the AF relaying for a general multirelay network. For this purpose, they propose a new AF relaying scheme which is called RS. They show that the RS scheme achieves the optimum diversity gain in a general multiantenna multirelay network. However, they established the DMT optimality results only for the single-antenna multirelay network. Also, the authors in [20] independently obtained the same DMT optimality result using a different approach.
Yuksel and Erkip in [8] apply CF strategy and show that CF achieves the DMT upper-bound for multiantenna half-duplex single-relay networks. However, in their proposed scheme, the relay node needs to know the channel state information of all the channels in the network, which may not be practical.
C. Ergodic Capacity
Besides, AF relaying is shown to achieve the capacity of the wireless networks in many asymptotic scenarios [11] , [16] , [17] , [21] . However, the achievable rate of the AF relaying is unknown for general wireless relay networks. Indeed, Avestimehr et al. [14] have shown that there exists scenarios for which the gap between the achievable rate of AF relaying and the capacity of the Gaussian relay network can be as large as possible.
Most recently, Avestimehr et al. in [14] show that a variant of the CF relaying achieves the capacity of any general single-antenna Gaussian relay network within a constant bit number that only depends on the number of nodes in the network. Furthermore, the authors show in [22] that the result is still valid for both the multiantenna Gaussian and the multiantenna ergodic Rayleigh fading relay networks. For the case of the relay network with nodes which are equipped with multiantenna, the gap is only related to the summation of the number of antennas of all network nodes. Also, by relating the original problem to the linear deterministic network and applying the result of [23] , the authors of [24] show that the maximum multiplexing gain of the wireless relay networks is equal to the minimum rank between the matrices of different cut-sets of the underlying graph of the network. However, the scheme of [24] also has the drawbacks of CF relaying: each relay node listens for time-slots ( should approach infinity such that the argument is valid) and then multiplies the received vector by a predefined matrix of size , where is the maximum number of antennas among all nodes of the network and sends the result in the following time-slots. Hence, the scheme requires high computing power consumption at the relay nodes and imposes a large delay to the end-to-end network.
D. Contributions and Outline of the Paper
In this paper, we investigate the benefits of AF relaying in multiantenna multirelay networks. For this purpose, we study the application of the RS scheme proposed in [1] . The key elements of the proposed scheme are: 1) signal transmission through sequential paths in the network, 2) path timing such that no noncausal interference is caused from the transmitted signal of the future paths on the received signal of the current path, 3) multiplication by a random unitary matrix at each relay node, and 4) no signal boosting in AF relaying at the relay nodes, i.e., the received signal is amplified by a coefficient with the absolute value of at most 1. We derive the DMT of the RS scheme for multiantenna multirelay networks. To accomplish this task, we first study a simple structure, namely the multiantenna full-duplex two-hop single-relay network. We show that unlike the traditional AF relaying, the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT. This fact can be justified as follows: using the traditional AF relaying, there exists a chance that the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of the incoming channel matrix of the relay project to the eigenvectors corresponding to the small eigenvalues of the relay's outgoing channel matrix. This event degrades the performance of traditional AF relaying in the multiantenna setup. However, in the RS scheme, due to the random independent unitary matrix multiplication at the relay nodes for different time-slots, such an event is much less likely to happen. This fact will be elaborated throughout this paper.
Next, we study the case of multiantenna half-duplex parallel relay network, and by deriving its DMT, we show that the RS scheme improves the DMT of the traditional AF relaying scheme. Interestingly, it turns out that the DMT of the RS scheme is optimum for the multiantenna half-duplex parallel two-relay ( ) setup with no direct link between the relays. We also show that utilizing random unitary matrix multiplication improves the DMT of the NAF relaying scheme of [2] in the case of a multiantenna single relay channel. Furthermore, we study the class of general full-duplex multiantenna relay networks whose underlying graph is directed acyclic and all nodes are equipped with the same number of antennas. Using the RS scheme, we derive a new lower-bound for the achievable DMT of this class of networks. It turns out that the new DMT lower-bound meets the optimum DMT at the corner points, corresponding to the maximum multiplexing gain and the maximum diversity gain of the network, respectively. Another point worth mentioning is that the RS scheme is robust in the sense that it achieves all points of the DMT curve with no modification of the underlying parameters. In other words, the relay nodes of the network perform the same operation, no matter at which point of the DMT curve the scheme is operating.
Finally, we investigate the general full-duplex relay networks where there is no constraint on the topology of the network and also on the number of antennas used by each node. In other words, the underlying graph of the network can have cycles, also different nodes can have different number of antennas. Under the general assumption, we show that the traditional AF relaying achieves the pre-log coefficient of the ergodic capacity in high SNR regime, known as the multiplexing gain. In traditional AF relaying, each relay node forwards its received signal of the last time-slot in the following time-slot. No channel state knowledge is required at either the source or any of the relay nodes. Also, no input buffering or decoding/compression is required at each relay node. Furthermore, we characterize the maximum multiplexing gain of the network in terms of the minimum vertex cut-set of the underlying graph of the network and show that it can be computed in polynomial-time (with respect to the number of network nodes) using the maximum-flow algorithm. Finally, we show that the argument can be easily extended to the multicast and multiaccess scenarios as well.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. System model is introduced in Section II. Section III is dedicated to DMT analysis of the RS scheme in the multiantenna setup. This section is further divided into four subsections as follows. Section III-A studies the multiantenna single-relay two-hop network and also the multiantenna multihop relay network with one relay in each hop. Section III-B is dedicated to the multiantenna half-duplex parallel relay network. The well-known multiantenna singlerelay channel (with direct link between the source and the destination) is investigated in Section III-C. Section III-D studies the achievable DMT of the RS scheme for the general multiantenna full-duplex relay networks whose underlying graph is directed acyclic. Section IV proves the optimality of multiplexing gain of traditional AF relaying in any general full-duplex relay network. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
E. Notations
Throughout the paper, the superscripts and stand for matrix operations of transposition and conjugate transposition, respectively. Capital bold letters represent matrices, while lowercase bold letters and regular letters represent vectors and scalars, respectively. denotes the norm of vector , while represents the Frobenius norm of matrix . denotes the determinant of matrix and denotes the trace of matrix .
denotes the base-2 logarithm. The notation is equivalent to being a positive semidefinite matrix. Motivated by the definition in [18] , we define the notation as . Similarly, and are equivalent to and , respectively. Finally, we use to denote the approximate equality between and , such that by substituting with the validity of the equations are not compromised.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The wireless relay network studied here consists of relays assisting the source and the destination in the full-duplex mode. Each two nodes are assumed to be either i) connected by a quasi-static flat Rayleigh-fading channel, i.e., the channel gains remain constant during a block of transmission and change independently from block to block; or ii) disconnected, i.e., there is no direct link between them. Hence, the directed graph is used to show the connected pairs in the network. The node set is denoted by , where the th node is equipped with antennas. Nodes 0 and correspond to the source and the destination nodes, respectively. The received and the transmitted vectors at the th node are shown by and , respectively. Hence, at the receiver side of the th node, we have (1) where shows the Rayleigh-distributed channel matrix between the th and the th nodes and is the additive white Gaussian noise.
The following definitions will be used in Theorems in Sections III-D and IV.
Definition 1: A general multirelay network with the connectivity graph is a wireless network with the vertex set , where 0 and represent the source and the destination, respectively, and the other nodes represent the relays. Each pair of vertices that belong to are connected together through a quasi-static Rayleigh-fading channel and the pairs of vertices that do not lie in are disconnected from each other. The number of antennas at node is denoted by .
Definition 2: For a network with the connectivity graph , a cut-set on is defined as a subset such that . The weight of the cut-set corresponding to , denoted by , is defined as
Definition 3: For a relay network with the directed connectivity graph , a vertex cut-set on is defined as a subset such that any directed path in from 0 to intersects with one of the nodes in . In other words, in the subgraph of induced 1 by , the destination node is disconnected from the source node, 0. The capacity of a vertex cut-set is defined as
It should be noted that according to the above definition, the subsets and are vertex cut-sets on . The common assumptions for all setups studied in this paper are as follows.
1) All nodes in the network are assumed be equipped with multiple antennas. However, the number of antennas at each node is denoted differently depending on the scenario being discussed. In the setup of Theorem 1 in Section III-A, which studies the DMT of a two-hop single-relay network, the number of antennas at the source, relay, and destination are denoted by , , and , respectively. However, in Theorem 2 of this section which considers the setup of multihop relay network, the number of antennas at nodes are denoted by , where denotes the total number of hops. In Section III-B, in which the setup of 1 For a graph and a subset , the subgraph of induced by is defined as a graph whose underlying vertex set is and any two nodes in are connected by an edge if and only if the similar nodes in are connected by an edge. a parallel relay network is considered, the number of antennas at the source and the destination are assumed to be and . In Theorem 3, parallel relays with the same number (denoted by ) of antennas are considered, while Theorem 4 studies the setup of two parallel relays with different number of antennas denoted by and while assuming . The general setup of a single-relay network (with direct link between the source and the destination) is studied in Section III-C (Theorem 5) and the number of antennas at the source, relay, and destination are denoted by , , and , respectively. Finally, the general setup of a multiantenna full-duplex relay network is considered in Section III-D (Theorem 6) and Section IV in which the number of antennas at node is denoted by . 2) All channels in the network are assumed to be circularly symmetric zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian with gains that remain unchanged during the entire transmission period (quasi-static Rayleigh fading). 3) All the nodes of the network except the final destination node are assumed to have no knowledge of the channel. However, the destination is assumed to know the end-to-end channel state. 4) The noise vector at each node (relay or destination) is assumed to be additive white with circularly symmetric zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian distribution. 5) The relays are assumed to work in half-duplex mode in Sections III-B and III-C, while in other parts of the paper, they are assumed to operate in full-duplex mode. 6) The source(s) and the relay(s) have power constraints and , respectively, where the average is taken with respect to for the source and with respect to and (the received signal at the relay) for the relays. 2 As the main focus of this paper is the analysis of DMT, the source and the relay(s) are assumed to operate in the high SNR regime ( ).
III. DIVERSITY-MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF

A. Two-Hop Single Relay Network
This setup corresponds to the network consisting of a source, a single full-duplex relay, and a destination with no direct link between the source and the destination. The source, relay, and destination are equipped with , , and antennas, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). The channel between the source and the relay is denoted by and the channel between the relay and the receiver is denoted by . First, we study the achievable DMT by the traditional AF scheme in Lemmas 1 and 2 and show the achievable DMT in general does not match with the optimal value, which is achievable by the DF scheme. 3 Then, in Theorem 1, we prove that using the proposed RS scheme, which is a modification of the traditional AF scheme, the optimal DMT is indeed achievable. Theorem 2 generalizes the result of Theorem 1 to the case of multihop relay network and shows that the proposed RS scheme still achieves the optimum DMT provided that a certain relationship between the number of antennas at nodes is satisfied.
In the traditional AF strategy, the received signal at the relay is multiplied by a constant such that the power constraint at the relay is satisfied and then it is transmitted to the destination. The corresponding received signal at the destination can be written as (4) where denotes the transmitted signal from the source and and denote the noise vectors at the relay and at the destination, respectively.
Lemma 1: The DMT of the system given in (4) is upperbounded by the DMT of the following system: (5) and is lower-bounded by the DMT of the following system: (6) for some constant .
Proof: See Appendix A. Lemma 2: The DMT of the systems in (5) and (6) are equal.
Proof: See Appendix B. A direct conclusion of the Lemmas 1 and 2 is that the DMT of the two-hop network can be expressed as the DMT of the product channel which is computed in [15] . Due to the result given in Proposition 1 in [15] , assuming , the DMT of the product channel is a piecewise-linear function connecting the points , where
and . On the other hand, the piecewise-linear function connecting the integer points can be easily derived as the upper-bound by considering each of the source-relay or the relay-destination cuts. Comparing (7) with the upper-bound, it follows that the traditional AF scheme achieves the optimum DMT only when . This motivates us to use a variant of AF scheme which achieves the optimum DMT in all cases.
In fact, using the traditional AF scheme, there are three sources of outage: (i) the outage in the source-relay link, (ii) the outage in the relay-destination link, and (iii) the projection of the eigenmodes of over the eigenmodes of is very small. More precisely, the matrix , in which denotes the right eigenvector matrix from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of and denotes the left eigenvector matrix from the SVD of , has very small eigenvalues. The extra term in (7) is due to the third source of outage. The first two outage events depend on the distribution of the eigenvalues of and , while the third event depends solely on the direction of the eigenvectors of these two matrices. This suggests that in order to eliminate the extra terms in , one can multiply the received signal at the relay by , for some unitary matrix (for preserving the power constraint at the relay). However, it should be noted that if does not change across the transmission block, the performance of the systems does not change. Therefore, we propose that in each transmission slot, an independent unitary matrix is used, and at the destination side, the decoding is performed across transmission slots. 4 This is exactly what is being done in the proposed RS scheme in [1] . Indeed, this setup is a simple example of the general setup of the relay network studied in [1] in which the source and the destination are connected through a single path. In this case, the proposed RS scheme reduces to the following: the source's message is sent using slots through the same path; at the relay side, the received signal is multiplied by a randomly independent (through different slots) unitary matrix, and subsequently, it is multiplied by a scalar 5 such that the power constraint is satisfied, and the result is transmitted in the next slot. At the destination, following receiving the signal of the slots , the source message is decoded. In the following theorem, we show that as long as is above a certain threshold, the probability of the third outage event is negligible compared to the first two outage events, and hence, the optimum DMT is achievable by the RS scheme.
Theorem 1: Consider a two-hop network consisting of a source with antennas and a destination with antennas that are connected through a full-duplex relay with antennas. Let us define . Providing is large enough such that , the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT, which is the piecewise-linear function connecting the points . Proof: Using Lemmas 1 and 2, the DMT of the system using the proposed RS scheme is equal to the DMT of the following system:
where , , and , in which , , and denote the transmitted signal, received signal, and noise in the th slot, respectively, and
in which . Hence, the matrix of the end-to-end channel is a block diagonal matrix consisting of 's. As-suming that the transmitted signals in each slot are independent of each other, the mutual information between the input and the output of (8) can be written as (10) in which it is assumed that , . Using the above equation, the probability of outage can be written as (11) or equivalently, (12) where denotes the th ordered eigenvalue of ( ). Defining and , we have
First, we show that (or ), with probability one. 6 For this purpose, we write as follows:
From the above equation, we have (15) for all . Noting that has Chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom, it follows that
Choosing , the above equation implies that for , the probability approaches to zero much faster than polynomially. More precisely, defining the event F , we have F for any positive constant . Since (lower-bound on the outage probability corresponding to the DMT upper-bound), we can write
where follows from the fact that F . In other words, one can replace with zero in (13) , which results in (18) Moreover, we have (19) where results from the fact that , for any two matrices and . Consider a negative number . From the above equation, it follows that (20) As a result, following (17), we can assume that , , in (18) . In order to compute the outage probability in (18) , we need to find the statistical behavior of . Since we are interested in upper-bounding the outage probability of the RS scheme, finding an upper-bound for or, equivalently, a lowerbound for would be sufficient. This is performed in the following lemma.
Lemma 3: Consider matrices and with the size of and , respectively, and a matrix . Assume and are singular value decomposed as and , respectively. We have (21) where and denote the th largest eigenvalue and the minimum eigenvalue of , respectively, and denotes the submatrix of consisting of the th columns of .
Proof: See Appendix C. The above lemma relates to and , which facilitates the subsequent derivations. A direct consequence of the above lemmas is that (22) where . As the statistical behaviors of and are known from [18] , it is sufficient to derive the asymptotic behavior of , or equivalently, , which is performed in the following lemma: Lemma 4: Assuming small enough , we have (23) for some constant .
Proof: See Appendix D. A direct consequence of the above lemma is that (24) Defining the vector as , we have (25) As 's are independent isotropic unitary matrices, their products with any possibly correlated set of unitary matrices construct a set of independent isotropic unitary matrices [25] . Accordingly, 's are independent for different values of , which results in . Also, follows from Lemma 4 and the union bound inequality.
Let us define the vectors and , respectively. Notice that these vectors include the log-values of the corresponding smallest eigenvalues of and , respectively. Now, applying the result of Lemma 3 to (18), we can upper-bound the outage probability of the end-to-end channel as shown by (26) , given at the bottom of the next page, where follows from the fact that the log-values ( 's) corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of and are greater than the log-values corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of these matrices. According to (25) , to upper-bound the outage probability, it is sufficient to upper-bound the probability of the region of that satisfies (26) . The following lemma gives a general formula for computing such an upper-bound:
Lemma 5: Consider a fixed region . Assume that a uniformly continuous 7 nonnegative function ( ) is defined over such that for all , we have . Then, we have 7 A uniformly continuous function where is a function that has the following property: for every , there exists a constant such that for all , we have .
Proof: See Appendix E. According to the upper-bound in (25) and the distribution of derived in [18] , we have (28) where and and follows from the fact that (29) and similarly, . Now, we can apply the result of Lemma 5 to the region defined in (26) and the upper-bound derived in (28 On the other hand, due to the cut-set bound theorem [26] , we know that the DMT of the system is upper-bounded by the minimum of the DMT of the equivalent point-to-point and multiantenna channels. Hence,
Comparing (35) and (36) completes the proof.
The statement of Theorem 1 can be generalized to multihop networks. However, in a general multihop network, the RS scheme does not necessarily achieve the optimum DMT for any number of antennas at the network nodes. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for the RS scheme to achieve the optimal DMT in a multihop network.
Theorem 2: Consider a multiantenna multihop network consisting of a single source and destination and full-duplex relays, with exactly one relay in each hop. Assume that each relay is connected to the relays in the previous and next hop. Moreover, assume that for a fixed , we have , where denotes the number of hops and denotes the number of antennas at the relay in the th hop. ( and denote the number of antennas at the source and destination, respectively). Providing is large enough such that , the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT, which is the piecewise-linear function connecting the points . Proof: Using the same argument as in Theorem 1, we can show that the probability of outage from the rate is equal to (37) where , , and denotes the channel matrix between the nodes of the th hop and th hop. On the other hand, applying the argument of Lemma 3, we have (38) where .
Moreover, we can easily check that the statement of Lemma 4 is yet valid. Hence, similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we define the vector as . We have (39) As 's are independent isotropic unitary matrices, their products with any possibly correlated set of unitary matrices construct a set of independent isotropic unitary matrices [25] . Accordingly, 's are independent for different values of , which results in . Also, follows from Lemma 4 and the union bound inequality.
Accordingly, applying (38) to (37) and rewriting inequality series of (26) On the other hand, due to the cut-set bound Theorem [26] , we know that the DMT of the system is upper-bounded by the minimum of the DMT of the channels of different hops. Hence,
Comparing (46) and (47) completes the proof.
Corollary 1: Consider a multiantenna multihop network consisting of a single source, a single destination, and full-duplex relays with exactly one relay in each hop and assume that all the nodes are equipped with antennas. Providing is large enough such that , the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT, which is the piecewise-linear function connecting the points .
B. Parallel Relay Network
In this section, we consider the setup of a multiantenna parallel relay network. In specific, we consider a two-hop network consisting of half-duplex relays with the assumption that there is no direct link between the source and the destination. The source and the destination are shown by nodes 0 and , respectively, while the parallel relays are denoted by the nodes . Earlier, the optimum DMT of the single-antenna parallel relay network is derived in [1] and independently in [20] . Indeed, it is shown in [1] that the RS scheme can achieve the optimum DMT of the single-antenna multiple-access parallel relay network. However, much less is known regarding the DMT of the multiantenna parallel relay networks.
Here, we show that the RS scheme achieves a better DMT with respect to the traditional AF relaying and also with respect to the other results reported in the literature. Moreover, we show that the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT of the two-relay parallel relay network.
Theorem 3: Consider a multiantenna parallel relay network consisting of a source equipped with antennas, a destination equipped with antennas, and half-duplex relays each equipped with antennas. Assume that there exists no direct link between the source and the destination 8 [20, Th. 6.7] . Let us denote the channel between the th relay and the source and the channel between the th relay and the destination by and , respectively. Moreover, let us define . Similar to the proof of Theorem 3 in [1] , one can easily show that the end-to-end channel from the source to the destination can be shown by a block lower-triangular matrix. More precisely, we have (49) 8 Note that in this theorem, the relays are not assumed to be isolated from each other, i.e., there may exist some links between the relays. 9 The reader is encouraged to have a look at the definition of RS scheme and its parameters in [1] .
(42) 10 As only the value of is needed in the proof of Theorem 3, we just give the value of here. The formula for , , is much more complicated and hence, we decide not to bring it. The same thing for defined right after this.
Here, denotes the vector corresponding to all the paths transmitted by the source, denotes the vector corresponding to all the paths received by the destination,
where 10 , and
where . The DMT of the end-to-end channel is given by (52) In the following Theorem, we show that the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT for the two-relays half-duplex parallel relay network in which , but the two parallel relays can have a different number of antennas but there is no direct link between them. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of such a network.
Theorem 4: Consider a multiantenna parallel relay network consisting of a source and a destination each equipped with antennas, and half-duplex relays equipped with antennas. Assume that there exists no direct link between the source and the destination and also between the two relays. Consider the RS scheme with , , and the path and timing sequences defined in Theorem 3. As , the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT of the network.
Proof: First, notice that according to the argument of Theorem 3, as , the RS scheme achieves the DMT . Now, to prove the theorem, we just have to show that is indeed an upper-bound for the optimum DMT. According to the cut-set theorem [26] , we have an (52) Fig. 2 . A schematic of the MIMO parallel two-relay network with no direct link between the source and the destination and also between the relays. upper-bound for the capacity of the network for each channel realization. Hence, we can apply the cut-set Theorem to find an upper-bound for the optimum DMT. In general, for any arbitrary half-duplex relay network with relays and any set , we say the network is in the state , if the network nodes in are transmitting and the network nodes in are receiving. Notice that as the source is always transmitting and the destination is always receiving, we have . Accordingly, we define a state vector such that for any set ,
shows the portion of time that the half-duplex relay network spends in the state ( ). As the channels are assumed to be fixed for the whole transmission period and the relay nodes and the source are assumed to have no channel state knowledge about their forward channels, we can assume that a fixed state vector is associated with the strategy that achieves the optimum DMT. Denoting the outage event by , for any general half-duplex relay network consisting of relays, we have (59) given at the bottom of the page. Here, follows from the cut-set bound theorem [26] and follows from the union bound on the probability. Now, in our two-relay parallel setup, let us define two sets and corresponding to the two cut-sets. Moreover . Equation (60) completes the proof of the theorem. Fig. 3 shows the DMT of various schemes for the parallel relay network with relays and , i.e., three antennas at each node. As shown in Theorem 4, the RS scheme achieves the optimum DMT. However, if we do not apply random unitary matrix multiplication at the relay nodes, applying the steps in the proof of Theorem 3, one can easily show that the RS scheme achieves the DMT of , where denotes the DMT of the product of the channel matrix from the source to the relay and the channel matrix from the relay to the destination (see (7) ). Finally, applying the NAF scheme of [2] and [19] , one can easily show that the DMT is achievable.
C. Multiple-Antenna Single Relay Channel
In this section, we consider the most-studied scenario in the relay network, the single relay setup, in which a direct link exists between the source and the destination. The relay is assumed to be half-duplex. There have been extensive research on this particular setup toward characterization of the DMT. The authors of [2] have shown that the NAF scheme achieves the best DMT among all possible AF relaying schemes for the single-input single-output single half-duplex relay channel. However, here we show that using independent uniformly random unitary matrices across different time-slots improves the DMT of the NAF scheme for the multiantenna setup. In order to exploit the potential benefit from random unitary matrix multiplication, the source transmits in consecutive time-slots. In the odd timeslots, the relay listens to the source signal. In the even time slots, the relay multiplies the received signal from the last time-slot with a uniformly random unitary matrix and then amplifies the result with the maximum possible coefficient, which is less than or equal to 1. The destination decodes the transmitted message based on the joint decoding of the signal it receives in the time-slots.
Theorem 5: Consider a single relay channel consisting of a source, a half-duplex relay, and a destination equipped with , , and antennas, respectively. Let us consider a modified NAF scheme that benefits from the random unitary matrix multiplication at the relay node and the joint decoding at the destination side through time-slots. Assuming where , the modified NAF scheme achieves the following DMT:
(61) Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. Indeed, assuming the source-destination, source-relay, and relay-destination channel matrices are denoted by , , and , respectively, we can show that the end-to-end channel matrix is equal to
Here, we observe that the lower-diagonal elements are independent of the diagonal elements. Hence, we can apply [20, Th. 3.3] . Accordingly, the DMT corresponding to the end-to-end system is greater than or equal to the summation of the DMT of the forward channel and the DMT of a two-hop channel utilized in half of the time. In other words, . Details of the proof are similar to the proof of Theorem 3. Fig. 4 compares the achievable DMT of the NAF scheme with the achievable DMT of the modified NAF scheme for the single relay channel with and antennas. Reference [15] has shown that the NAF protocol achieves the DMT . As we observe, the modified NAF scheme outperforms the NAF scheme for small values of .
D. General Full-Duplex Relay Networks
Here, we generalize the statement of Remark 6 in [1] and Theorem 4.2 in [20] to the multiantenna case. Indeed, it is shown in [1] that the RS scheme achieves a linear DMT connecting the points and , where denotes the maximum diversity and denotes the maximum multiplexinggain (which is 1) for single-antenna full-duplex relay networks whose underlying graph is directed acyclic. 11 However, in the multiantenna setup, Oveis Gharan et al. [1] could only show that the RS scheme achieves the maximum diversity gain. To generalize the statement, we use the concepts of connectivity graph of a relay network and edge cut-set of a graph defined in Definitions 1 and 2. Proof: Using the same path sequence as the one in the proof of Remark 6 in [1] and applying the result of Corollary 1, (63) can be derived. The steps are the same as the steps in the proof of Theorem 3, noting the equivalent point-to-point channel is block lower-triangular and the function is convex decreasing.
Remark 1: According to (63), a specific RS scheme with fixed path and timing sequences can simultaneously achieve the maximum diversity gain, which is (refer to [1] ), and the maximum multiplexing gain, which is in a multiantenna relay network whose underlying graph is directed acyclic. In other words, the RS scheme is robust in the sense that it achieves the corner-points of the optimum DMT with no modification of the scheme parameters. Fig. 5 shows an example of a directed acyclic network. The relays are operating in the full-duplex mode and each node is equipped with two antennas. Here, the weight of the minimum cut-set depicted in the figure is 8. Hence, applying the argument of Theorem 6, the RS scheme achieves . However, the DMT upper-bound is equal to , which is obtained from the same cut-set. Although the two DMT's are equal in the corner-points, they do not coincide in between. 
IV. MULTIPLEXING GAIN OPTIMALITY OF TRADITIONAL AF RELAYING
The wireless relay network studied in this section consists of relays assisting the source(s) and the destination in the fullduplex mode. Each two nodes are assumed to be either i) connected by a quasi-static flat Rayleigh-fading channel, i.e., the channel gains remain constant during a block of transmission and change independently from block to block; or ii) disconnected, i.e., there is no direct link between them. The relay network is shown by a connectivity graph as defined in Definition 1. The node set is denoted by where the th node is equipped with antennas. Nodes 0 and correspond to the source and the destination nodes, respectively. The received and the transmitted vectors at the th node are shown by and , respectively. In the studied traditional AF relaying, all the relays are always active and, in each time-slot, each relay sends the amplified version of the signal it has received in the last time-slot. In order to follow the arguments of this section, we refer the reader to Definitions 1-3 of Section II. The main result of this section is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 7: Consider a general multiantenna full-duplex relay network with the directed connectivity graph . The traditional AF relaying achieves the maximum multiplexing gain of the network, which is equal to (64) where is a vertex cut-set on .
The proof of the above theorem is given in Section IV-A. First, we state some corollaries of this result.
Corollary 2: The maximum multiplexing gain value of every multiantenna network is computable in polynomial time.
Proof: As shown in the proof of Theorem 7, the maximum multiplexing gain of the network is equal to the minimum vertex cut-set of the network graph or equivalently, the minimum cut of the graph defined in the proof of the theorem. Noting constructing is feasible in polynomial time, its vertex size is linear with and also the minimum cut is computable in polynomial time from the Ford-Fulkerson Theorem, we conclude that the maximum multiplexing gain of the network is computable in polynomial time. Fig. 6 shows an example of a wireless multiantenna relay network. In this network, . The vertex cut-set which has the minimum capacity is and its associated capacity is equal to . Hence, the maximum multiplexing gain of the network is 5, which is achievable by the traditional AF relaying. The argument of Theorem 7 can be easily generalized to the multicast and multiaccess scenarios as well. In the multicast scenario, the source aims to send a common message to multiple destinations. In contrast, in the multiaccess scenario, multiple source nodes attempt to send their independent messages to the common destination node.
Theorem 8 (Multicast Scenario): Consider a general multiantenna full-duplex relay network with the directed connectivity graph . The source node aims to send a common message to multiple destinations . The traditional AF relaying achieves the maximum multiplexing gain of the system, which is equal to (65) where is the minimum vertex cut-set between and . In other words, over all vertex cut-sets between and .
Proof: The proof is straightforward. First, it should be noted that the ergodic capacity of the multicast problem is less than or equal to the minimum value of the network ergodic capacities between the source and each of the destination nodes. As a result, . On the other hand, in the traditional AF relaying investigated in Theorem 7, the relay nodes and the source perform the same operation no matter which node the message is being sent to or what the network connectivity graph is. Hence, the argument of Theorem 7 can be applied for the network between and each . Therefore, the traditional AF relaying achieves the multiplexing gain . This proves the argument of the theorem.
The following theorem generalizes the argument of Theorem 7 to the multiaccess scenario.
Theorem 9 (Multiaccess Scenario): Consider a general multiantenna full-duplex relay network with the directed connectivity graph . Multiple sender nodes aim to send independent messages with the rates to a common destination node . Let us define the "multiplexing gain region" of the network as the set of all possible -tuples for which the destination can almost surely decode the message of all senders. Then, the traditional AF relaying achieves the optimum multiplexing gain region of the network. Furthermore, the optimum multiplexing gain region of the network is equal to (66) where is the minimum vertex cut-set between and . In other words, over all vertex cut-sets between and . Proof: First, we prove that the optimum multiplexing gain region of the network is a subregion of . Next, we prove that the traditional AF relaying achieves all the points that lie in . For any subset , we assume that the sender nodes in are multiple distributed antennas of a super-node and other sender nodes, i.e., , do not interfere on the signals corresponding to . Hence, we can apply the argument of Theorem 7 for the multiplexing gain of the network between and . Accordingly, for any -tuples that lie in the optimum multiplexing gain region of the network we have . Now, we prove that the traditional AF relaying achieves all points that lie in the region . Let us consider an arbitrary point . Let us assume the senders are transmitting independent codewords from independent Gaussian codebooks of size , respectively. Each relay node amplifies its received signal of the current time-slot and forwards it in the next time-slot. Let us denote the vectors transmitted by as , respectively, and the vector received by as . Going through the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 7, one can show that the multiplexing gain region of AF relaying is equal to the multiplexing gain region of a multiple-access channel with the equation (67) where is a matrix of size , corresponding to the end-to-end channel from to , its entries are multivariate polynomials of the channel gains of the network and is the white Gaussian noise vector of variance 1. The destination performs the jointly typical decoding [26] in order to decide on the transmitted messages. The destination can decode with the error probability approaching 0 iff for any subset , we have
where and . Furthermore, from (67), we have (69) Let us consider the network between the super-node consisting of all nodes as the sender and as the destination.
Revisiting (75) and (94) for the network between and , we conclude 12 (70) Therefore, in the high SNR regime, the constraint in (68) is equivalent to the constraint . However, this constraint is satisfied as the -tuples lies in the region . Hence, the destination can decode the transmitted messages with an error probability vanishing to 0 for any -tuples that lies in . This completes the proof.
A. Proof of Theorem 7
First, we prove the argument for the layered graphs. A graph is called layered if all the paths from the source node to the destination node have the same length. Next, we generalize the argument to any directed graph.
The traditional AF relaying scheme can be described as follows. The source node generates a Gaussian codebook with codewords of length , where is the number of antennas at the source. In each time-slot, the source node transmits the corresponding symbols of the codeword. Following that, each relay node observes the power of its received signal in every time-slot. If the power of the received signal of the relay is less than or equal to , it amplifies the received signal by and transmits the amplified signal in the next time-slot.
Denoting the path length from the source to the destination by , the destination node receives the transmitted symbol of the source node after time-slots. First, we find a lower-bound on the probability that all the relay nodes are active. Let us consider a relay node . Defining as the event that the relay node is active, can be lower-bounded as
Here, denotes the received vector of size at the node and denotes the channel from node to node . Let us define as . Noting that is a Chi-square random variable with degree of freedom, we have (72) 12 Here, we used the assumption of layered network in the proof of Theorem 7. However, the argument is yet valid for the general case.
where . In deriving (72), it is assumed is large enough such that . Now, defining as the event that all the relay nodes of the network are active, we have (73) where are constants that depend only on the characteristics of the graph . Here, follows from (71) and follows from (72) and the fact that the events where are independent. From (73), we observe that . Hence, without any loss of generality, we can assume that with probability 1, all the relay nodes are active. In other words, the multiplexing gain of this system is equal to the system in which all the relay nodes are always active and transmit. On the other hand, from the above argument, we know that for all the channels with probability 1, we have . Knowing that for all relay nodes, the amplification coefficient is equal to , we conclude that with probability 1, the power of the equivalent noise at the destination side is less than or equal to a constant that depends only on the topology of the network graph. As a result, the multiplexing gain of the AF relaying is equal to the multiplexing gain of a point-to-point channel whose matrix is equal to the equivalent matrix from the source to the destination. Let us denote the equivalent channel matrix, the source transmitted vector, and the destination received vector by , , and , respectively. Accordingly, the multiplexing gain of the AF relaying is equal to the multiplexing gain of the following channel model (74) where . In other words, denoting the multiplexing gain of the AF relaying by , we have
It should be noted that the entries of are multivariate polynomials of the entries of . Now, let us construct a graph as follows. Corresponding to each relay node of the original graph , we add nodes in and denote them by and , respectively. Moreover, for every , we add an edge from to . In other words,
. Also, corresponding to the source and destination nodes of , we add nodes to and denote them by and (corresponding to the source node) and
and (corresponding to the destination node), respectively. is connected to 's and also 's are connected to . In other words, , for . Finally, corresponding to each pair we have for all possible values of and .
According to the Ford-Fulkerson Theorem [27] , there exists a family of edge-disjoint paths in from to where is the min-cut value on from to . Considering the topology of , it is easy to verify that 's are also vertex disjoint. To show this fact, it should be noted that for every node , we have either or where and denote the incoming and outgoing degree of . Let us consider the network channels realization in which, for every pair , the th entry of the matrix is equal to 1 if one of the paths in passes through the edge . Otherwise, the corresponding entry is equal to 0. More precisely, we have otherwise.
(76) For each , let us denote the first node after and the last node before that the path passes through by and , respectively. Since the paths are vertex disjoint, we have and for every . Moreover, as the paths are vertex disjoint, the equivalent end-to-end channel matrix corresponding to this channel's realization is equal to otherwise. Now, we prove that is indeed the maximum multiplexing gain of the network. If , the argument is valid as the maximum multiplexing gain of the network is less than or equal to the number of antennas at either the source or the destination side. Hence, we only have to prove the argument for the case in which . We prove that is also a cut-set of minimum weight. According to the definition of , we have and . Now, we have (83) Here, follows from the fact that and and using the basic arguments of Graph Theory [27] in counting the number of edges of a directed graph.
follows from the fact that for every , we have , and also for every we have . Finally, follows from the facts that i) since for every , we have , and ii) since for every we have . Equation (83) proves that is also a cut-set of minimum weight over .
Now, we prove that there exists a subset such that . In order to prove, we first show that for every possible value of , we have and . Since , there exists a value of such that . According to the definition of , we conclude that , where follows from the fact that there exists no edge in between the nodes in the subset , i.e.,
. Now, let us assume there exists a value such that . Since We prove that . First, it should be noted that since all the edges that cross the cutset are inner edges, we have . Now, let us assume that for some . Accordingly, we have . Since is a cutset of minimum weight, we conclude that . Hence, for every , we have (86) Here, results from the fact that i) and ii) there exists no edge between the nodes in . From (86) and the definition of , we conclude that for all , we have . Using the same argument, we conclude that for all , we have . As a result, . This proves (87) Now, we show that is a vertex cutset over . Let us assume is not a vertex cut-set. Hence, there exists a path , where for all possible 's. Accordingly, we construct a path from to in as (88) It is easy to verify that is a valid path over . Furthermore, as for all 's we have , we conclude . Also, since is an outer edge, we have . Hence, does not cross . This contradicts with the assumption that is a valid cut-set over . As a result, is a vertex cut-set over .
Finally, we prove that is a minimum vertex cut-set over . Let us consider any arbitrary cut-set over . Let us consider the subgraph of induced by and denote the set of all vertices to whom the source has a directed path by . Clearly, since is a vertex cut-set, we have . Now, let us define a cut-set over as
As there exists no directed path from to in the subgraph of induced by , we conclude that there exists no edge from the nodes in to the nodes in . As a result, we have (89)
Hence, for any vertex cut-set over , we have . Knowing that there exists a vertex cut-set such that , we conclude that is the minimum vertex cut-set over . This completes the proof of the lemma. Applying Lemma 6, for , we have , where is a vertex cut-set on . On the other hand, when , we have . Hence, applying (80), we have (90) Finally, we upper-bound the maximum multiplexing gain of the network. Let us denote the maximum multiplexing gain of the network by . Let us consider the vertex cut-set with minimum capacity on . In the cases where or , we have . Let us assume the network is operating during time-slots. Let us denote the vector that the source transmits from time-slot 1 up to and the vector that the source transmits during the timeslot by and , respectively. Similarly, and are defined. Furthermore, let us define and as the vectors that the nodes in transmit and receive, respectively. Since has the minimum capacity between the vertex cut-sets, the situation where and implies . As is a vertex cut-set, form a Markov chain. Hence, we have (91) where is the ergodic capacity of the network and the operator is performed over all channels' realizations. Here, follows from the Fano inequality [26] , follows from the fact that form a Markov chain, and follows from the fact that form a Markov chain. Now, can be upper-bounded as (92) Here, follows from the fact that , follows from the fact that is independent from and applying entropy power inequality 13 [26] , and follows from the fact that and . In order to prove , let us define as the set of vertices from whom there exists an edge to , i.e., . We have , which is equal to the ergodic capacity of a MIMO system. As a result , which results in . Combining (91) Equation (94) completes the proof of the theorem for the case of the layered networks. Now, we prove the argument of the theorem for the case of any arbitrary networks. First, it should be noted that the inequality series (91) and (92) are still valid for any arbitrary network. As a result, (93) is still valid. Hence, we just need to prove . In the traditional AF relaying, the network is operated through time-slots as follows. The source sends a codeword of length from its Gaussian codebook. Each relay node amplifies its received signal from the last time-slot and forwards it in the next time-slot with the possible amplification coefficient
, similar to what explained for the layered network. The destination decodes the transmitted message using 13 According to the entropy power inequality, for any independent random vectors and of size we have . As a result, .
the joint decoding of its received vector from all of its antennas during the time-slots . Noting the destination has antennas, its received vector is of size . Let us denote the transmitted vector at the source and the received vector at the destination by and , respectively, where , , and . Using the same argument, we applied for the layered network, we conclude that the multiplexing gain of the AF relaying is equal to the multiplexing gain of a point-to-point MIMO channel whose matrix is of size and its entries are multivariate polynomials of the entries of the network channels matrices . Let us denote this channel matrix by , where , , and
. In other words, we have (95) Here, the expectation is performed over all network channels realization. Now, let us consider the corresponding graph , which was previously defined for the unlayered network. It can be shown that the entries of are related to the weight of paths in as follows:
Here, the summation is over the weight of all paths of length 14 in from to such that and . Furthermore, the weight of a path is defined as (97)
Applying the same argument as for the layered network, there exists a family of vertex-disjoint paths in from to where is the min-cut value on from to . Now, let us consider the network channels realization in which for every pair , the th entry of the matrix is equal to 1 if one of the paths in passes through the edge , and otherwise the corresponding entry is equal to 0. More precisely, we have passes through otherwise.
(98) From (97) and (98) and knowing the fact that the paths are vertex disjoint, we conclude that for every path in from to , we have otherwise.
(99) 14 The length of a path , which is denoted by , is defined as the number of edges that the path goes through.
For each
, let us denote the first node after and the last node before that the path passes through by and , respectively. Since the paths are vertex disjoint, we have and for every . Applying this fact, (96), and (99), we conclude that the equivalent end-to-end channel matrix corresponding to this specific realization for the network channels is equal to otherwise. where is a vertex cut-set on . Having completes the proof of the theorem.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derived new DMT results in various setups of multiantenna relay network using AF relaying. For this purpose, the application of RS scheme proposed in [1] was studied. 15 A path in a graph is called simple, if it passes through each vertex of just once.
It was shown that random unitary matrix multiplication at the relay nodes enables the RS scheme to achieve a better DMT in comparison to the traditional AF relaying. First, the multiantenna full-duplex single-relay two-hop network was studied for which the RS scheme was shown to achieve the optimum DMT. This result was also generalized to the multiantenna multihop full-duplex relay network with one relay in each hop. Applying this result, a new achievable DMT was derived for multiantenna half-duplex parallel relay networks. Interestingly, it turned out that the DMT of the RS scheme is optimum for the multiantenna half-duplex parallel two-relay setup. Moreover, using random unitary matrix multiplication was shown to improve the DMT of the NAF scheme of [2] in the setup of the multiantenna single relay channel. Finally, the general full-duplex multiantenna relay network was studied and a new lower-bound was obtained on DMT using the RS scheme. Next, the ergodic capacity of the general full-duplex relay network is studied in the high SNR regime. It is shown that the traditional AF relaying achieves the maximum multiplexing gain of the network which is equal to the minimum vertex cut-set of the network graph and can be computed in polynomial time in terms of the number of network nodes. The argument is extended to the muticast and multiaccess scenarios as well.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Assuming a multiplexing gain of , the diversity of the original system can be written as (105), given at the bottom of the page. Since , it follows that . This implies that (106) which is the DMT of the system in (5) . Moreover, selecting (which guarantees that the output power of the relay remains bellow ), 16 we have (107) 16 Note that as we are looking for a lower-bound for the DMT, it is fine to select any arbitrary value for .
(105)
Defining the event C , and noting that is a Chi-square random variable with degrees of freedom, we have
. Defining the outage event of the system in (4) as , we have
Conditioned on C , the probability of the outage event can be upper-bounded as
which is equal to the probability of the outage event of the system in (6), denoted as , conditioned on C . In other words, C C . Substituting it into (109) yields
Since the capacity of the two-hop network is equal to the capacity of both the source-relay and the relay-destination links, it follows that the outage event includes , the event of outage in the source-relay link, and , the event of outage in the relay-destination link. As a result,
where results from the fact that the outage probability corresponding to the multiplexing gain is greater than or equal to the outage probability corresponding to the multiplexing gain 0. Setting , from (108), it is concluded that C (113)
From the above equation and (111), it follows that
which incurs that the DMT of the original system is lowerbounded by the DMT of the system in (6) . This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Defining
, the DMT of the system in (6) can be written as (115) where and follows from the fact that as , we have , which implies that . In other words, in the first line of the preceding equation, one can substitute by . results from the fact that the second line in the right-hand side of the preceding equation is exactly the DMT of the system in (5) at , which is denoted by . Finally, follows from the facts that and the continuity of the DMT curve which implies that . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF LEMMA 3
First, notice that for values of or , or are defined as zero. Hence, the argument of this lemma is obvious in these cases. Now, we prove the argument for . According to the Courant-Fischer-Weyl Theorem [28] , we have (116) Now, let us define where denotes the th column of and denotes the span of . We have (117) where denotes the diagonal identity matrix and denotes the square submatrix of consisting of its first rows and first columns. Here, follows from the fact that i) is equivalent to for some ; and ii)
. follows from the fact that for any , defining , we have . follows from the fact that for any unitary matrix , we have . follows from the fact that defining , we have follows from the fact that defining , we have . Finally, follows from the Courant-Fischer-Weyl Theorem [28] . Equation (117) completes the proof of Lemma.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 4
We have (118) where follows from the Geometric Inequality and the fact that .
can be upper-bounded as follows:
(119)
In the preceding equation, follows from the fact that for any two matrices and . results from the fact that , for any matrix and any unitary matrix . Finally, follows from the fact that as and are unitary matrices, each of their columns has unit norm. Combining (118) can be considered as the projection of the th column of the matrix , denoted by , over the -dimensional subspace spanned by , which is denoted by . Now, consider a random unit vector in , which is orthogonal to the first columns of the matrix . Since are the projections of the first columns of over , it follows that is also orthogonal to . In other words, belongs to , the null-space of the subspace spanned by . 17 Hence, we have (124) where denotes the projection of the vector over the subspace . The second line in the preceding equation follows from the fact that the norm of the projection of a vector over a subspace is greater than the norm of the projection of that vector over any arbitrary unit vector in that subspace. Since is the projection of over , can be written as (125) where denotes the projection of over , the nullspace of . Since , it follows that . This means that . Combining the above with (124) yields (126)
Since and are unitary matrices and is isotropically distributed [25] , it follows that is an isotropic unitary matrix. This means i) is an orthonormal set, which implies that is orthogonal to , , and ii)
is an isotropic unit vector. As a result, is an isotropic unit vector in the -dimensional subspace perpendicular to . Noting that is also in this subspace and and are independent of each other, from [29] , Lemma 3, the CDF of can be computed as 
where . In the above equation, follows from the fact that , . This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 17 Note that as , has at least dimension of 1.
APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 5
We can assume that is defined such that ; otherwise, we can redefine as . Let us define the set for every as where . Also, let us define the partial order for two sets as follows: iff for every , there exists a such that . 18 One can easily verify that . Now, let us define the set as , i.e., consists of the minimal members of . Notice that the elements of can be mapped to the elements of such that the partial order between the real vectors is kept between the corresponding integer vectors. 19 For every subset and every , there exists a minimal member such that
. Accordingly, we have such a property for . This means . Noticing , we conclude that . On the other hand, it is easy to check that is a finite set, i.e.,
. Hence, we have (129) where follows from and follows from the fact that . Now, let us define . For every , we have (otherwise, according to (129), the statement of the lemma is proved). Now, we prove that exists and in fact, we have . As is uniformly continuous, there exists a positive function ( ) such that for all , we have . Consider any positive constant and any . According to the definition, for any , there exists a such that . Accordingly, . Hence, we have . On the other hand, we know . This proves . Noticing and applying (129) proves the lemma.
